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Doctoral Dissertation of Xiamen University
On the Pfaffian Property and Cycle Bases of
Graphs Embedding on Surfaces
ABSTRACT
A surfaceΣ is a connected compact two dimensional manifold. A graphG is said
to be embeddable onΣ if it can be drawn onΣ without any edges crossing. Graphs
embedding on surfaces have attracted the most attention in the fields of statistical
physics and quantum chemistry. Especially, there has been a lively int rest in lattice
models on surfaces.
A cycleC of a graphG is called nice ifG − V (C) has a perfect matching where
V (C) is the vertex set ofC. An even cycleC in an orientation~G of (the edges of) a
graphG is called oddly oriented if for either choice of direction of traversalaround
C, the number of edges ofC directed in the direction of traversal is odd. Finally, an
orientation~G of a graphG is Pfaffian if every even nice cycle ofG is oddly oriented
in ~G. A graphG is Pfaffian if it has a Pfaffian orientation. The problem of count-
ing the number of perfect matchings in general graphs is♯P-complete. However, the
number of perfect matchings of Pfaffian graphs can be computedin polynomial time.
Recently, people have focused the increasing interest on the problem of the Pfaffian
property of graphs. An Eulerian subgraph in a graph is a subgraphin which every
vertex has even degree. The cycle spaceC (G) of a graphG = (V (G), E(G)) is a
vector space overGF(2) which is formed by all Eulerian subgraphs ofG with vector
additionX ⊕ Y := X △ Y and scalar multiplication1 · X = X, 0 · X = ∅. It is
well-known that the dimension ofC (G) is β(G) = |E(G)| − |V (G)| + ω(G), where
ω(G) is the number of components ofG. Any set ofβ(G) linear independent Eulerian
subgraphs forms a cycle base. The length of a cycle baseB, d noted byl(B), is the to-
tal number of edges in its elements. The study of cycle bases has been interesting both
mathematically and from an application viewpoint since 1930s. For planar graphs,
there is a classical result of Kasteleyn that every planar graph isPfaffian. Leydold and















G = (V (G), E(G)): l(B) ≥ 2|E(G)| − |V (G)|. And they prove that if a 2-connected
graphG = (V (G), E(G)) admits a cycle base of length2|E(G)| − |V (G)|, thenG
is planar. A planar graph is embeddable in the sphere which can be view d as the
orientable surface with genus0. This thesis is centered around the Pfaffian property
and cycle bases of graphs embedding on surfaces.
By plane models of surfaces and crossing orientations of graphs onsurfaces, we
obtain some sufficient conditions for Pfaffian graphs on orientable surface with genus
one (i.e., the torus) and show that all quadrilateral tilings on the torusare Pfaffian if
and only if they are not bipartite graphs. In fact, quadrilateral tilingson the torus are
special types of circulant graphs. We also investigate the Pfaffianproperty of circulant
graphs and characterize all Pfaffian circulant graphs. We chara terize the graph with a
cycle base of length2|E(G)|− |V (G)| and improve the result of Leydold and Stadler:
If G = (V (G), E(G)) is a 2-connected graph with the genusg(G), B is a cycle base
of G, thenl(B) ≥ 2|E(G)| − |V (G)| + 2g(G).
By drawings in the plane of graphs and the theory of crossing numbers, we char-
acterize all Pfaffian quadrilateral tilings on the nonorientable surface with genus2
(i.e. the Klein bottle). The M̈obius strip is a nonorientable surface which has a
single side and a single boundary edge. A sufficient condition forP affian graphs
on the M̈obius strip is obtained. As an application of this condition, we characte -
ize Pfaffian simple-quartic lattices on the Möbius strip. For a cycle baseB of a 2-
connected graphG = (V (G), E(G)) with the crosscap numberc(G), we prove that
l(B) ≥ 2|E(G)| − |V (G)| + c(G). Furthermore, an upper bound for the length of a
minimum cycle baseM of a graphG = (V (G), E(G)) on the nonorientable surface
of genus1 (i.e. the projective plane) is given:l(M) ≤ ⌊13|V (G)|
2
⌋ − 9.
Key Words: Graph embedding on a surface; Orientation of a graph; Pfaffian orieta-
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X ⊆ Y 8Ü Y f8 X
X ⊂ Y 8Ü Y ýf8 X
X ∪ Y 8ÜX  Y ¿8
X ∩ Y 8ÜX  Y 8
X \ Y 8ÜX  Y 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dG(v) ã G¥º: vÝ
δ(X) à:3X ¥§,à:3 V (G) \ X ¥¤k>|¤8Ü
G ∼= H ã GÓuã H
Kn nº:ã
Km,n Üã (Ù¥üÜº:ê©OǑm,n)
H ⊆ G ã Gfã H
G[V ′] ã Gdº:8 V ′ ⊆ V (G)Ñfã
G − V ′ ã Gdº:8 V (G) \ V ′Ñfã
G[E′] ã Gd>8 E′ ⊆ E(G)Ñfã
G − E′ ã Gí E′¥> fã
Pn ¹ nº:´
ω(G) ã GëÏ©|ê
G × H ã GÚ H k¼Èã
~G ã G½
As( ~G) ½ ~GÝ

sign ~G(M) ã G{M 3½ ~G¥ÎÒ
C (G) ã Gm

















1Ù XØ­¡i\ã§AO´i\3­¡þafã.§´ÚOÔnÚþfzÆïÄ+¥ÉpÝ­ÀïÄ..ÄuãnØÚmnØ3|Ü$ÊÆ!äO!OÅÆ!ÔnÆ!zÆ9)·ÆÆ¥2A^§ã Pfaffian5¯KÚÄ¯K¤ǑãØïÄ+¥É'5K.©A^­¡ÿÀ5§(ÜnØÚmnØ§ïÄ­¡i\ã Pfaffian5¯KÚÄ¯K.
§ 1.1 ÄVgÚPÒ©¤ÄãþǑk{üã§ã G º:8Ú>8©O^
V (G)Ú E(G)L«.­¡(surface)́ ëÏ; 26/. l>.ÆÝ§­¡©Ǒk>.Ú>.. Î¡(cylinder)Ú Möbius(Möbius strip)Ñ´k>.­¡~f¶ökü^>.> (boundary edge)§ ök^>.>. >.­¡©Ǒüa. a´3¥¡þ\þ g Y (handle) ; 26/§PǑ Sg§g ¡Ǒ Sg º. ~X S0 ´¥¡(sphere)¶S1 ¡Ǒ¡(torus)¶S2¡ǑV¶/§Sg(g ≥ 3)¡Ǒ g .,a´3¥¡þ\þ k l
(crosscap) ; 26/§PǑ Nk§k ¡Ǒ Nk º. ~X N1 ¡ǑK²¡(projective plane)¶N2¡Ǒ Klein ´(Klein bottle)¶/§Nk(k ≥ 3)¡Ǒ k l. l½ÆÝ§­¡©Ǒ½ÚØ½. Sg ÚÎ¡´½­¡~f§Nk Ú Möbius´Ø½. Σ´­¡§eã GUx3­¡ Σþ§>=3à:?§K¡ G´i\­¡ Σ (embeddable onΣ)§½¡ GǑ­¡ Σþi\ã(graph embedding onΣ)¶d§Gr Σ©¤














fÆÆ¬Æ Ø©PǑ φ(G). ù«x{¡Ǒ G Σþi\(embedding).3Ø· ¹e§kǑ^ÎÒ GL«i\. i\¥¡ãUx3²¡þ§>=3à:§¤±Ǒ¡Ǒ²¡ã(planar graph).z²¡i\Tk.¡§¡Ǒ	Ü¡(exterior face)¶Ù{¡ǑSÜ¡(interior face). G´­¡ Σþi\§e Gz¡þÓu (disc)§K¡ G´ 2-ni\(2-cell embedding).ã Gºg(G)(½ã Glêc(G))´ Gi\3 Sm(½ Nm)þ m.ëÏã G = (V (G), E(G))´­¡ Σþ 2-ni\§Ù¥ Σ = Sg ½ Nk§K Σî.º(Euler





2g, eΣ = Sg, g ≥ 0,
k, eΣ = Nk, k ≥ 1.e¡Þ




dG(v) = 2|E(G)|.eé¤k v ∈ V (G)§k dG(v) = k§K¡ G´ k-K (k-regular). G = (V (G), E(G))Ú H = (V (H), E(H))´üã§e3 1-1N f : V (G) → V (H)§ Gº: uÚ v3 G¥= f(u)Ú f(v)3 H ¥§K¡ GÓu H§PǑ G ∼= H. zéØÓº:Ñk^>ë{üã¡Ǒã(complete graph).3Ó¿Âe§nº:ãk§PǑ Kn. eãº:8±©)Ǒü£¤f8 X Ú
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